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Author’s note

This contains all of the poetry written by me that I think is worthwhile including 

in a book. Some poems are substantially revised from earlier versions – sometimes 

to restore passages deleted from yet earlier printed versions. I have also included 

some early poems not in my Collected Poems (1997) that I have recently revised.

I have benefited greatly from the encouragement, criticism and advice of my 

wife Gail Pearson in choosing and editing this collection. My friends Robert 

Gray and Donald Kirby read the text of this book and have given me invaluable 

encouragement and criticism. I also wish to acknowledge the consistent support 

for my poetry given by Christopher Koch over several decades.
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I The Stranger

And I was young and asked, “Where are we going?” 

And then we walked by a dark river flowing

Through sunlit plains, but he did not reply. 

We walked for days. Once going past a sty

I saw a deaf man feeding with the pigs, 

And further on among some poison figs

A child lay dead. One evening from a ridge 

I saw a madman on a burning bridge,

Then two red eyes that ran among the graves, 

And women shouting at me out of caves.

We stopped to hear a tramp with greying hair 

Who sang of summer in the twilit air …

“So you are curious as to where you’ll go?” 

He finally replied. Then I said, “No.”

II Conversation with a Rider

“With three gold guineas jingling in my purse,” 

He said to me, “for better or for worse

“I set out on that dark and windy road

Past smoking cottages. The roosters crowed,
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“The sun came up, the dew steamed and my shield 

Corroded; once a girl called from a field

“But when I reached her she became a stoat. 

I ran through vineyards in a blazing coat.

“One night I cantered straight into a lake

And saw the dead dance round a burning stake.

“And now this North Sea and a crumbling wall 

Are my last halt with night about to fall.

“A fading signpost points – points as before.”

His horse stamped and a wave broke on the shore.

III The Crown

A young king looked down from a sunlit hill. 

The fields were empty and the woods were still.

His crown was hot and heavy on his head, 

He tossed it on a gorse bush, but it fled

Downhill, from rock to rock it bounced and leapt. 

Skidding down scree, the young man called and wept,

Plunging through ferns and brambles now his hold 

Had slipped. He noted where the crown had rolled

And clattering dropped into a stream and sank. 

He edged through rushes on the shadowy bank.

It glimmered at the bottom in the sand, 

A crayfish clawing at its golden band.

A bird was watching in the hot, still day.

He reached and stumbled, and was swept away.
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IV The Two Travellers

A girl was picking parsley near a church,

An old man fished the summer stream for perch,

There was a pear tree; but we had to ride

Through heath and furze and up a mountainside …

We crossed the snowline, lit a fire and sang 

At night and the deserted valley rang,

We slew a dragon, travelled up the pass, 

Skirted a town of broken boards and glass.

Dead spirits swarmed across a sandy plain. 

Dry lightning, and a blind man gasped for rain.

Years later in a stream we washed our hair 

And swam at dusk and slept beneath a pear.

A parsley field and church shone in the sun,

The girl was there. We diced and my friend won.

V The Search

The valley folk were sure that he was dead, 

But at an outpost in the hills they said,

“He spoke beneath this fig tree yesterday,

He shared some loaves and fish and went away.”

They pointed and we spurred our horses on. 

Lost in the hills, at night a strange light shone.

Finding the place where some say he was born 

We saw no house, just snow and withered corn.
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And hearing of a vine he loved we found 

Weeds and a sandy crater in the ground.

There were a million hovels on the plain,

And young and old hunched under yellow rain,

And in the sky from end to end a light

(But not the sun) made trees and streams ignite.

VI The Lake

We reached a lake as night began to fall, 

And hitched our horses to a low stone wall.

The lake shivered all night with fugitive gleams. 

We slept but had no memory of our dreams,

The sun rose, but with no sound of a bird

And waves broke on the long flat beach unheard.

There was a bleached doll on the wall, and sand. 

Only the clouds moved in that arid land.

We picked small succulents growing by the shore. 

Our horses fretted, wind blew off the moor,

But there was something dead which held us there. 

A shadow laughing at us from the air,

The sun shone, but we could not ride away. 

The lake was silent and day followed day.

VII The Apricot Tree

I beat with white fists on the apricot tree. 

“Why do you only have six fruit for me?”
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“You dare to ask,” it said, “when cats have killed 

Your bantams and the garlic beds are filled

“With briars and blackberries tearing your silk dress. 

You are the author of this wilderness.

“I flowered for you, but how could I set seed 

When you forgot the water which I need?”

The sun went down, the wind began to blow. 

“Dear apricot tree,” I said, “you cannot know

“How cruel my husband has become. My bed 

Is cold and unmade, and my world is dead.”

The tree announced, as it began to rain,

“Old friend, eat my six fruit and don’t complain.”

VIII The Face

Her face looked from a mirror in a tree.

We rode up. Leaves were all there was to see.

Our horses halted at a riverbank.

The same face gazing up through water sank

And vanished, with her long, black trailing hair. 

My friend unsaddled in the fading air.

“I’m tired of ghosts,” he joked. We drank that night. 

Seeking her face, I rode off at first light.

Loaded with sticks, an old hag trudged through rain. 

Men sang, carrying a corpse across the plain.

For years I journeyed. I forgot the face, 

And then one evening by a watering place
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I found her waiting, womanly and strong, 

Not as I’d thought, and yet I was not wrong.

IX On the Riverbank

The bank sloped steeply where we ate our fill, 

Lounging in grass: the afternoon was still.

Our land was sold for food, our last food gone. 

Happily picnicking, the river shone

Into our faces, and the drought which broke 

Our family was forgotten. No one spoke.

We stood and turned to face the road again, 

The aimless families wandering on the plain,

Tasting inside our mouths the vanished bread, 

And the new taste of nothing and vague dread.

Perhaps our clothes and sandals could be sold. 

Bedding in leaves, the night was clear and cold.

Next day my sister saw our parents eye 

Her shawl and blue dress, and began to cry.

X Refugee Camp

The old men sleep, eat fruit, roll cigarettes. 

They squint, discussing old, unsettled debts.

The unemployed youths gamble and wear knives. 

Because there’s nothing else to fill their lives

Young couples breed. The children swarm like flies, 

Mobbing the stranger with their raucous cries.
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“We own a melon patch.” “Our olive oil

Is best.” “Our orange grove has marvellous soil.”

“Our coffee shop is famous for its cakes.” 

“Everyone wants the bread my mother bakes.”

Their house is big and white, its vines are green. 

They boast of places they have never seen,

A garden with a well that’s never dry. 

It will be theirs again, before they die.

XI In a Foreign Land

We packed and left at dawn. A man lay dead 

Beside the road, struck from behind, his head

Smashed by a rock. We did not linger there, 

But as we walked our necks could feel the stare

Of eyes that followed us from hats and rags 

Draped on the budding fruit trees, and from crags

Above the snowline. Camped beneath a tree 

A man had cakes for sale, and boiling tea.

We pressed our convoy on till dusk, then lit 

A fire, and dossed down on a narrow spit.

One of the older men sat on the ground,

Took out a flute, wiped it and played. The sound

Was not addressed to us, but to the sky

And lake, staging their moods for no one’s eye.
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XII The Last Dragon

A fading line of smoke across the sky – 

Flapping great tattered wings, he wants to die,

Coughing cinders, the last of all his race. 

The future is a strange and silent place.

He remembers other sunsets, his breath rank 

From carrion and marsh water that he drank.

He thinks of childhood games by sulphur springs. 

Playing with steam, they’d snort and test their wings,

And adults swarmed across the sky at night. 

High up, their nostrils were twin points of light.

Once flying through a rocky wilderness 

With emerald wings, he and a dragoness

Coupled and roared. And now this orange glow 

Above the sea persists and won’t let go.

XIII Across the Border

Exchanging quips beneath a summer sky

For hours we ambled. Tussocks were waist-high.

The parcelled fields were gold with ripened wheat,

The houses white, the pastures green and neat.

We stopped beneath a tree, ate cheese and bread, 

And talked about the borderland ahead.

Near dusk the chill and mildew in the air 

And mounds of rubble told us we were there,
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And women in the woods with painted lips 

And hungry looks, who waited hands on hips.

Red skirt and turquoise blouse, one gave a stare 

Of beckoning and insolent despair.

Two boys with grass seeds sticky on our knees,

We spurred our horses on through darkening trees.

XIV The World

“These song birds flocking in the citron sky 

Have always been here,” said the passerby.

“Time has no end and time does not begin. 

Child, no one made the world that we are in.”

Lightly touching my shoulder with his hand 

We parted, and he dwindled in a band

Of fading light, swallowed by rising mist.

I spread my blanket on the lichened schist.

The air was bracing and the night sky clear. 

At dawn there was a sudden crimson sphere.

I gazed across the plain at distant herds, 

Red ancient hills and crevices where birds

Sang and were balancing on bending weeds 

And picking among steaming grass and seeds.
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An Image

Lions on a beach at dusk. A strange quality

Is in this image, a quality of sameness.

One can imagine the lions, calm as the sea,

Great and monotonous, padding through the calmness,

Soft paws on the soft sand, soundless as sand,

Or curled on the beach, hides coloured like the beach, 

The colour of the beach matched by a band

Of tawny sky, and always out of reach,

Watched by sailors they pace. Sometimes one roars. 

The roar is sometimes echoed by the sea,

As slowly a wave breaks on the darkening shores. 

Those phantoms of boredom merge in the dusk’s ennui

And slowly stretch themselves and drowse off, each

In a warm hollow of sand in the fading light.

The ocean turns in its sleep and breathes on the beach, 

The sensitive muzzles breathing through the night.

1957

The Traveller Hasteth Through the Evening

Leaving warm farmers’ homes 

Behind, on a dim path

He hurries as night comes.

Black hat pressed down and grey 

Coat flowing in soft winds

He makes his silent way
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Past silent trees and grass.

This slim, swift gentleman 

Knows twilight must soon pass,

Eyes like a fox, lips tight, 

Hurrying on into nowhere 

Through the uncertain light.

1958

Emperor Mao and the Sparrows

One morning the Emperor Mao got up and wrote: 

“My subjects, do not laugh,

This is my sober proclamation to all 

The provinces of China.

I your old Emperor, for seventy years

Have pondered on your woes, and only this morning 

The answer came to me in a dream.

“I dreamed of endless fields of ripe rice,

Strangely silent and devoid of sparrows,

Then it struck me that in my threadbare empire 

Sparrows are the reason for men starving.

For every arm lifting hay with a three-pronged fork 

Fifty young throats are hopping around.

So I decree all sparrows shall be wiped out.

March through the fields, my people,

Hunting the sparrows with brooms and crossbows, 

Exploding firecrackers and ringing bells,

Till not one be heard twittering in your crofts. 

Such is my proclamation.”

Mao summoned chancellor Chou and rolled

The proclamation and handed it to him wordless. 

And so the Emperor’s many-fingered hand 

Reached through the countryside

Bringing death to the cheeping ones,
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And in the spring

A million tiny feathered corpses

Flowed down into the Yellow Sea.

The same day, a year later, at daybreak

The Emperor Mao summoned Chou to his bedside,

“Is the last sparrow gone, the very last?”

“Your Highness, the last that I heard of sparrows 

Was seven weeks ago,

A report from far off Sinkiang,

Sent by the Governor himself who said

He saw with his own eyes the last sparrow 

Fly twittering coldly into the hills … 

What bothers you, your Highness?”

“Only this, brother Chou,” the Emperor said, 

Shaking a face still pale and thick with sleep,

“Only this, that at dewfall, this morning I dreamed 

About a hundred thousand sparrows singing.”

1958

The Last Campaign

In battle lines across a narrow valley,

This crumbling army stands, dry, mummified, 

The cornet raising to his lips the horn

That never sounded, and a thousand hands

Clenching the hilts of swords they never raised, 

Ranks of dead cavalry staring into nothing.

Roistering, songs shouted songs around the camp fire,

And frosty mornings marked their setting out.

They bivouacked near streams and ripening orchards,

Were given bread and meat by friendly hands

And men from every village where they passed

Came out to join their ranks. For months they journeyed 

Across the sunlit plateau and began
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To curse the mild skies and demand a battle, 

And every time they saw pale smoke at dusk 

Behind a hill, the veterans sniffed with pleasure 

And rode around the bend with sabres ready,

But always men in their own uniform

Rode out to join them.

So this cavalcade 

One cloudless noon entered an arid valley, 

And saw a haze that did not seem to move,

A distant cloud of dust, sparkling with points, 

(Sunlight flashing from weapons?) and discerned 

A barely audible thunder (drumming hooves?) 

And cheered and galloped at the cloud of dust 

Which spread out and became a vast concourse 

Of horsemen spurring sweating horses on. 

Headlong they rode against the enemy pennants, 

Then saw they charged an image of themselves, 

Transparent in the sun, their own reflection –

And so this army still stands in the valley,

The gold braid and black ostrich feathers crumbling 

Of riders who still hold the fraying reins

Of horses with their hooves raised in mid air.

1962–2012 

Lines for a Chinese Tear-jar

Back from the wars my lord comes riding. 

The ladies of the court have hoarded 

Their tears in tear-jars for their lords 

Who from the wearying wars come riding. 

And if my jar were dry and empty

What a sad look would cross his face,

My lord who from the wars comes riding! 

But with a charming servant boy
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To share my cares on rugs and bear-skins 

What time had I for tears and sighs?

I’ll fill my tear-jar, even yet,

Shake tears from rose briars and small herbs, 

Adding a pinch of salt perhaps,

And when I hear our dogs all barking

And hoofbeats thudding in the dew

And servants opening all the doors,

I’ll run to him with brimming jar.

Why do I dance and softly hum? 

Because my lord will soon come riding?

1962–2011

Christmas Beetle

From the cool night this glossy stranger came, 

Attracted by the candle’s yellow flame,

Blundering in jerky flight around our room.

Dazed by the light his bronze wings noisily fanned, 

And lest he burn into an odorous fume

I caught and held him prickling in my hand 

And threw him back in to his home, the night. 

A pebble dropped and then whirred into flight.

An Aristocrat at the Time of the Emperor Julian

Alas! Volcanoes erupting upon all sides

While I would suck melons in my pleasure groves.

Of mornings I relax, a towel draped round

My thighs, and watch my slave girl shaving me, 

Quick flash of razor dipped in boiling water. 

She is a Christian and has pretty breasts

And hates me.
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Of afternoons from honey-coloured cliffs

I watch the wind blow on the azure waters

And darken them. It makes my balls ache coldly.

Sometimes when walking on the beach I see

The sign of a fish

Gouged in the sand by some fierce Christian child 

With a stick.

I prise an oyster from a rock 

And sadly eat it.

Arguing with friends I cry:

“That prig the Emperor Julian hates the Christians

Because they mangle Homer, and instead

Of Christ he’d have a Neoplatonism

As arid and unsensual.

The ancients would have laughed, for their rules were 

A way of life, not a damned monkey puzzle.”

Spitting a grape-skin out I growl

“What makes my stomach turn is this one God

The Christians have.

I’ve gods for all moods, sad and funny gods.” 

But what I do not say is that I know

The pagan summer with its many voices

Must soon cloud over.

The lion shall lie down with the lamb, but only 

After the lamb has eaten the lion up.

I dream about the past,

Tiberius’ grotto, bear and leopard skins,

Fragrant wood burning and stuffed mushrooms.

I think of blood-stained sands in great arenas, 

Crowds roaring and frank open savagery.

Now viciousness smiles tongue in cheek, conducting 

Heresy hunts and violent baptisms.
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Alas! to be

A man of impulse in an ideological age. 

(Even I’ve had to theorise

My aimlessness … )

At dusk I stroll home to my shabby villa

(Now righteous men command the better stipends) 

Past melons scattered in the grass

Like miniature setting suns.

Cellini

Let Perseus be my symbol, poised

With winged feet on Medusa’s naked body. 

Her breast still palpitating,

He holds her head aloft, hacked off.

The dusty squares of Florence, tepid fountains. 

I rant and curse, an ageing master

Starved for materials in a stale summer.

A fool, I let my chateau go in France. 

Imprisonment and poison,

The plague in which my family perished, 

These should have made me sour,

And yet at dawn and dusk men with keen sight 

(Or flattering tongues)

Can see a bright light hover over me.

The bitter smell of metal on my hands.

I see small masks carved in great silver plates, 

Gold mythological figures, bright enamels. 

Bending at night over my burning kiln

I laugh and think of Perseus.

Dew on his sandals’ softly beating wings

Into the dawn above pale coasts and pine-groves 

He flies, invisible in his dark helmet.

Look in that massive polished shield of his
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And see shapes of pure horror

Strangely transfigured into things of wonder!

I lay my tools down and devour a salad.

Pope Alexander VI

It’s good, my child, you often wash your hair

So it retains its gold – my favourite colour.

Your soft young lobe pierced by a golden ear-ring. 

I feel so old.

On seaside holidays

I stand at dusk upon a crumbling headland

And watch the darkening surf.

But ah! tonight

The Tiber will throw back the steady blaze

Of lights around the Vatican.

Flutes and bass-viols will sound across the waters, 

There will be drunken splashes,

Young nobles falling from the balcony.

I shall throw nuts and watch

As harlots dancing naked

Bend down to pick them up.

Rome is the great test of our faith, 

Imperial city built upon a sewer.

The drowsy gold eyes of a gilded virgin, 

Gold flaking off from gold and underneath 

Plaster deteriorating into dust.

And clever men have seen her and despaired. 

Wise men expecting nothing have survived.

My lips, though they absolve

A thousand souls, may yet themselves be damned. 

Supreme hierarchy and democracy,

And I the head of this great organism,

Not a dead logical system but a being
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Sordid and stupid yet magnificent,

A mother to all men.

Listen to my choirs, augmented

To drown the ribald shrieks from my suite. 

In the midst of pillow fights we hear

The majestic swelling of the Dies Irae. 

Only the corrupt can be truly humble.

A prayer-book glued with arsenic, 

Sodomy in vestries,

Bribery in basilicas – these are

The dirty vestments of the Holy Spirit.

Though I may burn,

Remember my polluted hands

Are a link in the apostolic line,

And that I am God’s glory manifested.

Gently Lucrezia, do not bite.

Pope Alexander Farewells his Daughter

Eager and flushed you came to me at night

And pulled your knees up with your tiny hands 

And laughing spread your thighs out.

Ah little cat! A strange heat grazed me,

Almost too much for an old man. And now

I watch you riding with your latest husband 

Young Don Alfonso and a train of nobles,

Your gold hair prim and silk clothes gently jolted 

As your small horse ornate with bells and ribbons 

Bears you across the bridge to leave me doting 

Alone upon Saint Angelo’s cold ramparts.

The air is pungent with the smell of lemons. 

Each day without you is an emptiness.

Good luck to you my child and God be with you!




